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I. Disciplehsip 101 Coleman

Quotes taken from The Master Plan of Discipleship, by Robert Coleman, except

where otherwise noted.

1. Priority

“Discipling men & women is the priority around which our lives should be

oriented.”

Jesus Christ said this in his final words, “Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all

the nations, baptizing them into the name of the Father and of the son and of the

Holy Spirit: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I commanded you”

(Matt 28:19-20)

In the original text, the words “go,” “baptizing,” and “teaching” are participles.

From the leading verb “make disciples” could be translated “make learners” of

Christ.

2. Disciple

The word “disciple” designates a learner or follower such as an apprentice.

Always implies a personal attachment which shapes the whole of the disciple’s life.

It is the task of the disciple to learn, study, and pass along the sayings and teachings

of the master.

“In rabbinic Judaism, the term “disciple” referred to one who was committed to

the interpretations of scripture and religious tradition given him by the master or

rabbi. Through a process of learning which would include a set meeting time and
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such pedagogical methods as question and answer, instruction, repetition, and

memorization, the disciple would become increasingly devoted to the master and

the master’s teachings. In time, the disciple would likewise pass on the traditions to

others” (Holman Bible Dictionary)

A teacher teaches a learner through:

*Meeting with Him

*Question & Answer

*Instruction

*Repetition

*Memorization

The disciple should become a discipler.

“It follows that whatever form our evangelism takes, winning and training

disciples to disciple others must have preeminence.”

3. How We Get Disciples

“Look for disciples. We must look for persons who wish to move with Christ and

minister to them. Ask God to show them to us.”

“Our job is to move with his spirit and respond to those whose hearts have been

awakened by grace.”

“Such people do not come by accident. They are raised up by God in answer to

prayer. As we look to Him in faith, we can be assured that He will draw those to us

whom we can disciple. They will be recognized by their yearning to learn more of

the Savior.”

4. Together
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“Could there be a more natural setting for the meeting of Christian family?

They gathered at home, where they lived their faith every day. In this relaxed

atmosphere they learned together even as they shared one another’s burdens.

What better place could there be for the people of God to experience the closeness

of their love?”

“By teachers and pupils being together, they were continually able to learn in the

real laboratory of the world. Whatever happened along the way presented an

occasion for teaching and reflection. Though unassuming, it was a powerful

experience of discipleship.”

“The early church made special effort to bring new converts, without delay, into

close relationships with other believers.”

The apostle Paul worked this way. He spent time with them, he followed up,

backtracked, and he arranged for others to be with them. Teaching, Discipleship,

and Accountability.

“Reproduction through discipling is the pattern of the evangelistic explosion all

through the book of Acts….It was in the marketplaces, the shops, along the streets

and alleyways, where the people lived and worked every day, that the world was

being turned upside down.”

“Our education will not be much better than our teachers, or the opportunity to

learn much more than the way the teacher and student can be together.”

5. Time
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“Maturing in Christ takes time. There is no way that children can be raised in a

hurry. To try to get it over quickly can only lead to frustration. The hectic way

that churches have tried to force this in to a few weeks of confirmation classed, it

they have done it at all, is entirely inadequate. Disciples must have devoted

Christian friends to follow, and this can only be facilitated by being together over a

period of time.”

6. Obedience

Living Faith—Our faith must affect our life. Pagan religions of the ancient world

usually separated faith and conduct. It was OK to live any way you pleased. In

contrast, coming to Christ in the early church constituted an engagement of one’s

total personality and lifestyle. Believers were “obedient to the faith” (Acts 6:7).

There was a commitment to submit to Christ’s Lordship in Obedience. Our disciples

must understand that they are “new creatures in Christ” and that they should be

obedient and committed to his word.

That commitment made the Christians invincible. Having already

faced the cross, they could look opposition in the eye, without

flinching, knowing that they were “more than conquerors” through

Christ (Rom 8:37). It is significant that the word witness, which Jesus

used in reference to the disciples (1:8), means “martyr,” and is so

translated several times in the New Testament (22:20; Rev 2:13; 17:6).

Those who speak the Word must be willing to die for it (21:13). This

was their martyrdom—a daily dying with Christ—that put a song in the

heart of the church. Realizing they were dead, buried, and raised with

Christ, what had they to fear? They belonged to Him who had defeated

every enemy. So whether they lived or died, what difference did it

make? They were “the Lord’s” (Rom 14:8).
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7. Spiritual Warfare

“The church must recognize that we are in spiritual warfare. Anyone not willing

to live under orders and endure hardship as a soldier of Christ will be no match for

the enemy.”

“If we try to circumvent the cross, we assure our own ultimate defeat, for we cut

the nerve of obedience and kill the lifestyle of the great commission. No one will

take seriously the command to make disciple who has not taken up the cross.”

“Our lord is more interested in developing our character than in preserving our

comfort. Whatever it takes, we must get back to basic Christianity, align our wills

with the way God has set for us, and move out to disciple the nations.”

8. Who Can Disciple?

“One does not have to be a superstar to impact the world for Christ. Anyone

willing to follow Christ can become an effective leader of others.”

“Example gives credibility to leadership. People are far more impressed by what

they see than what they hear.”

“Nothing hinders more the effective witness of the church than inconsistency in

the lives of her members.”

“The Spirit will use any life that is surrendered to the savior. It remains for us

only to remove every known barrier in his way and by faith receive the promise.”
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“We can lead even in our weakness when it is clear that a pure motive governs

our actions, and that despite our shortcomings, we love the Lord our God with all

our hearts, all our souls, all our minds, and that we love our neighbor as ourselves.”

9. Accountability

“In making disciples, obedience is the outworking of faith. Apart from

faithfulness, the training process would end.”

Without prying, yet with firmness, we need to inquire about the

welfare of one another. What about our prayer life? How are things at

home? Have we been diligent in bearing witness to our faith?

Attitudes come in for review as well as actions. Where negligence is

discovered, rebuke may be necessary in love. At the same time, we

should freely commend good traits and affirm the gifts and self-worth

of persons with us.

Half-hearted, lukewarm commitment can never be condoned in the

ranks of God’s army. We are engaged in mortal combat with all the

principalities of darkness, and the battle will grow more intense as the

end of the age approaches. Nothing less than total allegiance to our

Commander-in-chief qualifies soldiers for battle. Christ’s call is to

martyrdom—to die to our own self-appointed ways, in loving

submission to the will of God. His Word is our command, His cross the

measure of our obedience. Such consecration may be looked upon as

fanaticism by the worldy-wise, but it is the stuff the New Testament

church is made of: daring faith that does not think of limits or make

excuses; a willingness to go wherever Christ leads, never to stop until

His work is finished and the commendation is heard, “Well done thou

good and faithful servant.
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“Hindrances that obstruct His dominion need to be confessed, and our hearts

need to be cleansed so that the Spirit of holiness can fill us with the love of God.

Though we can never contain all of Him, He wants all of us—to love Him and adore

Him with all that we are and all that we hope to be.”

II. Discipleship 101 Peterson

Ideas adopted from Lifestyle Discipleship, by Jim Peterson.

Quotes from Lifestyle Discipleship, by Jim Peterson, except as otherwise noted.

“Thirty years of discipleship programs and we are not discipled”

1. Discipleship should:

Give us beliefs which bind us in community

Give us beliefs which influence our behavior

Give us beliefs which keep us accountable

2.Some assumptions we make:

“*Progress in discipleship is measured by a person’s faithfulness in practicing

certain disciplines that we would prescribe.

*People who falter or fail in these disciplines do so because they are halfhearted.

They lack commitment. Or, they fail because they are pursuing other ungodly

choices.

*People eliminate themselves from getting further attention by unfaithfulness of

this sort. This frees us from further responsibility toward them.”

3. We draw the line very starkly between evangelism/discipleship.
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We would do better if we would simply continue doing the things which helped

them find Christ in the first place, exploring scriptures, talking about what they

mean.

Old View Evangelism Discipleship

New View Discipleship

Evangelism

4. We need to change our assumption from “they will come to us” to “We must find

ways to impact them.”

OT—Come & See—Israel an example to world

NT—Go & Tell—Live among

5. “Insiders”

inside job, employee. We are called by God to impact the everyday world, in

which we live and move, for him.

-contrast to “Isolation”

We are not “of” the world, but we are “in” the world.

6. Goals for our disciples:

“*Understand Christ and the truths about Him in such a way that they are secure

in their faith, and are being empowered and transformed in all areas of life.

*Develop in faith, hope, and love as an outgrowth of their intimacy with Christ

and interdependence in a community.

*Assume their share of the responsibility that is intrinsic to the gospel. That is,

that they, as ones who receive this message, begin to participate as message-

bearers to the rest of the world."
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7. Stages of Growth:

Paul- Newborn little child (1Thes 2:7), Children (1 Thes 2:11), Brother/Peer (1

Thes 2:14)

John- Children, Young Men, Fathers (1 John 2:12-14)

Needs:

Newborn: Protection, Love, Nourishing, Family

Children: Learn responsibility for own life and ministry; encouraging,

comforting, urging; time together

Brothers/Sisters: Treat as peers. Stand shoulder to shoulder with you. Pray for

them.

Like Christ

Parental Role
Peer Mature

Brother/
Sister

Father Child/Youth

Nurse/ Newborn/Child
Mother

Follower Initiative

Time?

8. Some questions to ask about our disciples:

1. Where is this person now in his or her walk with Christ? What

progress has the person made? What gifts and abilities are

becoming evident?
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2. What is he or she ready for? Jesus said, “I have much more to say to you,

more that you can now bear.” We need to be sensitive to timing, to

readiness according to their needs , not any agenda of ours.

3. What is most urgent? Some problems or needs can wait. Others

cannot. Wisdom is knowing which are which. What, I ask, will most

help the person go on to the next level of maturity, or break a

logjam and get him or her moving again?

4. How can I help? this one takes a bit of prayerful creativity. Perhaps

the person needs to be thrown into a sink-or-swim responsibility.

Perhaps it’s the opposite: He might need to be rescued! Perhaps the

need is for more time together, or to make plans to get a mutual

unbelieving friend into the Scriptures with us.

World

View

Changes need to come
from within by application
of the word—It must affect
our behavior

Values

Behavior

“We tend to focus on behavior rather than on the transformation of the

heart.”

9. Seven Elements of Spiritual Transformation:

1. Experience- Usually realize need for change through an experience.

Reveal wrong attitudes, fears, destructive behaviors, etc.
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We must respond to the experience by allowing God to change us.

2. Scriptures- Scripture always has an appropriate to our experiences.

“Truth” shows us how things really are.

3. Struggle- Behavoir confronted with truth. War breaks out. Know what

is right. what to do. But will I do it? Rom 7. Sensuality the

major area (Eating, Sexuality, Power, Things, Money, etc.).

Without senses we would have few struggles.

3 Options:

1. Say “No” to truth and continue doing wrong

2. Say “Yes” to truth and turn right

3. Say “Yes” to truth and turn left

Left is wrong (Look at later)

Right – See need for change, understand truth,

respond properly

4. Humility- Response God looks for. Precedes repentance, confession. It

admits my helplessness, dependence. “I was wrong” (Hard).

Incredible illustration- Manasseh- 2 Chr 33 (2 Chr 7:14)

Prayer/worship are the language of humility

5. Holy Spirit- Power to do what we can’t do. Phil 2:13- “For it is God

which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good

pleasure. Religious promises don’t deliver; Holy Spirit does!

Not just good advice—Power!

6. Self-Control- Obedience another word. 2 Pet 1:5, Gal 522-23 (Fruit of

Spirit, not self). “I will”, “I can”- choice to obey vs. ability

to do

Paradox- Strong because we are weak- 2 Cor 12:10- Before

powerless to do right, now power to choose the right.

Anger replaced by Patience, Humility, Forgiveness;

Lust replaced by Respect, Transparency, Restore;
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Impatience replaced by Understanding;

Anxiety replaced by Calm Confidence in God.

As we choose Godly response, the Holy Spirit will

come to our aid and empower us to do it. Repeated

victories needed for new habits.

Left turn option:

Right Turn- Yes to Truth- Humility. Admit how weak we

are, ask for help. Old nature hates that!

Left turn has advantages:

Allows you to stay on side of truth,

Allows you to preserve your independence, “I can do

it” (Under own power). -Legalism

No humiliating admissions, pride intact.

But it’s the wrong way- Right=Grace, Left=Flesh. Gal

3:3- “Are ye so foolish having begun in the spirit, are

ye now made perfect by the flesh?”

7. Community- Christian should have place where he can talk openly

about how things are going in his Christian walk. NT

filled with references to community- “Be devoted to one

another”, “Forgive one another”, “Bear each other’s

burdens”, “Love one another”, etc, etc

Honesty, mutual loving support, and intercession are

essential for repairing the daily damage in our lives.
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10. Helping New Believers in This Process:

*Help understand what he/she is feeling. Questions, Listen, Genuine

interest. Slow to give advice. Get the experience out in open to understand

it.

*Teach them to listen to God. Suggest a Bible passage. Have them read,

meditate and pray over scriptures. Have them listen to God through

scriptures.

*Journal thoughts. Record what experiencing, learning. Write needs to

pray about. Can be brief.

*Pray for person. Phil 4:6-7. Encourage them to pray. Pray together.

Don't try to manipulate with prayer.

*Do not judge. Take failures in stride. Allow Holy Spirit to work.

*Be transparent. Let your weakness show. Allow him/her to see the

process work in your life.

*Provide community support for him/her.

11. Ministering to Those in Suffering and Adversity
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*Show love/commitment by taking time to communicate awareness of situation

and needs.

*Refrain from advice. Mourn with those who mourn. Silent service is

always safe. Don’t be like Job’s friends!

*Avoid over-spiritualizing. Don’t say, “God told me to tell you.” Only God’s

words have that authority.

*Show adversity comes from many sources. Focus on how to respond

rather than blame.

*If we suffer, show transparency. When others suffer, practice community.

*Show them trials are dangerous. Satan can use to do permanent damage.

Bitterness, etc. Pray for and encourage.

* “What are the key Scripture passages that God has used in

my life in the past?” Go back and review them. Ask

yourself if they still carry the same influence over your

life and thought as they did when they were new to you.

* “Do I know Christ more intimately now than I did a year

ago? In what ways? How did it happen?

* “What motives, positive and negative, drive my life? What

does this tell me about what’s at the center of my life?”

* “What anxieties do I experience? What causes them? How

do I deal with them? How should I be dealing with

them?”

* “What should be central to my life? what do I think God

wants me to be and do?”

* “What commitments occupy my time? (job, programs,

activities, relationships, etc.). What changes need to be

made in these areas? How am I going to do this?”
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12. Conclusion

*Each of us is called to a living bond with Christ. This

relationship is to be a two-way street between Him and us.

As we heed His Word and engage Him in our daily affairs, He

engages us as well in His.

*We are also called into a living bond with one another. This

implies that we are a safe place for each other to come to,

where God empowers us to walk in truth and to overcome

the things that have us in bondage.

*We can participate in the eternal purposes of God, whatever

our situation. We are called to glorify God among the

people who make up our networks of relationships. We

should be looking to God to make us fruitful in the various

contexts where we live out our lives.

*The Great Commission is really God’s invitation to us to

collaborate with Him in accomplishing His purposed among

the nations. All of us, in some way, at some level, need to

respond to this call.

III. Discipleship 101 Minimum Requirements

1. New believers need to know / grow:

The Scriptures (Layout, Chapter, Verse)

The Assurance of Salvation

The Lordship of Christ

How to Pray

How to Study

How to Witness
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Finding God’s Will

Doctrine (Trinity, Virgin Birth, Baptism, etc)

Community (Love, Unity, Compassion, Forgiveness, Reconciliation)

Fruits of Spirit (Gal 5)

Works of Flesh (Gal 5)

Romans 6,7,8

*Romans 12

Eph 1

Eph 6 – Armor of God

*Phil 2:1-11

Phil 4:1-13

*Col 3
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